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ABSTRACT
Web Usage Mining refers to the dis overy of interesting information from user navigational behavior as stored in web
a ess logs. While extra ting simple information from web
logs is easy, mining omplex stru tural information is very
hallenging. Data leaning and preparation onstitute a
very signi ant e ort before mining an even be applied. We
propose two new XML appli ations, XGMML and LOGML
to help us in this task. XGMML is a graph des ription language and LOGML is a web-log report des ription language.
We generate a web graph in XGMML format for a web site
using the web robot of the WWWPal system. We generate web-log reports in LOGML format for a web site from
web log les and the web graph. We further illustrate the
usefulness of LOGML in web usage mining; we show the
simpli ity with whi h mining algorithms (for extra ting inreasingly omplex frequent patterns) an be spe i ed and
implemented eÆ iently using LOGML.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Re ently XML has gained wider a eptan e in both ommer ial and resear h establishments. In this paper, we suggest two XML languages and a web data mining appli ation whi h utilizes them to extra t omplex stru tural information. Extensible Graph Markup and Modeling Language (XGMML) is an XML 1.0 appli ation based on Graph
Modeling Language (GML; see http://www.infosun.fmi.unipassau.de/Graphlet/GML/) whi h is used for graph des ription. XGMML uses tags to des ribe nodes and edges of a
graph. The purpose of XGMML is to make possible the exhange of graphs between di erent authoring and browsing
tools for graphs. The onversion of graphs written in GML
to XGMML is straight forward. Using Extensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL) with XGMML allows the translation of
graphs to di erent formats. In Se tion 2, we present details of XGMML.
Log Markup Language (LOGML) is an XML 1.0 appli ation
designed to des ribe log reports of web servers. Web data
mining is one of the urrent hot topi s in omputer s ien e.
Mining data that has been olle ted from web server log les,
is not only useful for studying ustomer hoi es, but also

helps to better organize web pages. This is a omplished
by knowing whi h web pages are most frequently a essed
by the web surfers. In se tion 2, we explain how the stru ture of a web site an be represented as a web graph using
XGMML. When mining the data from the log statisti s,
we use the web graph for annotating the log information.
Further we produ e summary reports, omprising of information su h as lient sites, types of browsers and the usage
time statisti s. We also gather the lient a tivity in a web
site as a subgraph of the web site graph. This subgraph
an be used to get better understanding of general user a tivity in the web site. In LOGML, we reate a new XML
vo abulary to stru turally express the ontents of the log le
information. In se tion 3, we dis uss LOGML in detail. Se tion 4 des ribes LOGML generator as an additional module
for the WWWPal system [7℄.
Re ently web data mining has been gaining a lot of attention
be ause of its potential ommer ial bene ts. For example,
onsider a web log database at a popular site, where an obje t is a web user and an attribute is a web page. The mined
patterns ould be the sets or sequen es of most frequently
a essed pages at that site. This kind of information an
be used to restru ture the web-site, or to dynami ally insert
relevant links in web pages based on user a ess patterns.
Furthermore, li k-stream mining an help E- ommer e vendors to target potential online ustomers in a more e e tive
way, at the same time enabling personalized servi e to the
ustomers. Web mining is an umbrella term that refers to
mainly two distin t tasks. One is web ontent mining [8℄,
whi h deals with problems of automati information ltering
and ategorization, intelligent sear h agents, and personalize web agents. Web usage mining [8℄ on the other hand
relies on the stru ture of the site, and on erns itself with
dis overing interesting information from user navigational
behavior as stored in web a ess logs. The fo us of this
paper is on web usage mining. While extra ting simple information from web logs is easy, mining omplex stru tural
information is very hallenging. Data leaning and preparation onstitute a very signi ant e ort before mining an
even be applied. The relevant data hallenges in lude: elimination of irrelevant information su h as image les and gi
s ripts, user identi ation, user session formation, and inorporating temporal windows in the user modeling. After
all this pre-pro essing, one is ready to mine the resulting
database.
The proposed LOGML and XGMML languages have been
designed to fa ilitate this web mining pro ess in addition
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Figure 1: Web Usage Mining Ar hite ture
to storing additional summary information extra ted from
web logs. Using the LOGML generated do uments the prepro essing steps of mining are onsiderably simpli ed. We
also propose a new mining paradigm, alled Frequent Stru ture Mining, to extra t in reasingly informative patterns
from the LOGML database. Our approa h and its appliation to real log databases are dis ussed further in Se tion
5. We provide an example to demonstrate the ease with
whi h information about a web site an be generated using
LOGML with style sheets (XSLT). Additional information
about web hara terization an also be extra ted from the
mined data.
The overall ar hite ture of our system is shown in Figure 1.
The two inputs to our web mining system are 1) web site
to be analyzed, and 2) raw log les spanning many days,
months, or extended periods of time. The web site is used
to populate a XGMML web graph with the help of a web
rawler. The raw logs are pro essed by the LOGML generator and turned into a LOGML database. This pro essed
database ontains log information that an be used to mine
various kinds of frequent pattern information su h as itemsets, sequen es and subtrees. The LOGML database and
web graph information an also be used for web hara terization, providing detailed statisti s on top k pages, addresses,
browsers, and so on.
It should be noted that asso iation and sequen e mining
have also been applied to web usage mining in the past.
Chen et al. [2℄ introdu ed the notion of a maximal forward
hain of web pages and gave an algorithm to mine them.
The WUM system [9℄ applies sequen e mining to analyze
the navigational behavior of users in a web site. WUM
also supports an integrated environment for log preparation, querying and visualization. Cooley et al. [3℄ des ribe
various data preparation s hemes for fa ilitating web mining. Re ent advan es and more detailed survey on various

aspe ts of web mining spanning ontent, stru ture and usage dis overy an be found in [5; 4℄. Our work di ers in
that our system uses new XML based languages to streamline the whole web mining pro ess and allows multiple kinds
of mining and hara terization tasks to be performed with
relative ease.

2. XGMML (EXTENSIBLE GRAPH MARKUP AND MODELING LANGUAGE)
A graph, G= (V,E), is a set of nodes V and a set of edges
E. Ea h edge is either an ordered (dire ted graph) or unordered (undire ted) pair of nodes. Graphs an be des ribed
as data obje ts whose elements are nodes and edges (whi h
are themselves data obje ts). XML is an ideal way to represent graphs. Stru ture of the World Wide Web is a typi al
example of a graph where the web pages are \nodes," and
the hyperlinks are \edges." One of the best ways to des ribe a web site stru ture is using a graph stru ture and
hen e XGMML do uments are a good hoi e for ontaining the stru tural information of a web site. XGMML was
reated for use within the WWWPal System [7℄ to visualize web sites as a graph. The web robot of W3C (webbot),
a omponent of the WWWPal System, navigates through
web sites and saves the graph information as an XGMML
le. XGMML, as any other XML appli ation, an be mixed
with other markup languages to des ribe additional graph,
node and/or edge information.
Stru ture of XGMML Do uments: An XGMML do ument des ribes a graph stru ture. The root element is the
graph element and it an ontain node, edge and att elements. The node element des ribes a node of a graph and
the edge element des ribes an edge of a graph. Additional

information for graphs, nodes and edges an be atta hed using the att element. A graph element an be ontained in an
att element and this graph will be onsidered as subgraph of
the main graph. The graphi s element an be in luded in a
node or edge element, and it des ribes the graphi representation either of a node or an edge. The following example is
a graph with just one node.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE graph PUBLIC "-//DTD graph des ription//EN"
"http://www. s.rpi.edu/puninj/XGMML/xgmml.dtd">
<graph dire ted="1" id="2">
<node id="1" label="Node 1"/>
</graph>
XGMML well formed do uments an be part of other XML
do uments using namespa es. The following example is a
graph inside of an XHTML do ument :

<?xml version="1.0" en oding="UTF-8"?>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLS hema-instan e"
xmlns:xgmml="http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML"
xsi:s hemaLo ation="http://www.w3.org/1999/Style/Transform
http://www.w3.org/1999/Style/Transform/xslt.xsd
http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml/xhtml.xsd
http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML
http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML/xgmml.xsd"
xml:lang="en"



>

<head>
<title>Graph Information</title>
</head>
<body>
<!-- XHTML Do ument here -->
<xgmml:graph dire ted="1" graphi ="1" Layout="points">
<xgmml:node id="1" label="1" weight="0">
<xgmml:graphi s type=" ir le" x="250" y="90" />
</xgmml:node>
<xgmml:node id="2" label="2" weight="0">
<xgmml:graphi s type=" ir le" x="190" y="150" />
</xgmml:node>
<xgmml:edge sour e="1" target="2" weight="0" />
</xgmml:graph>
<!-- XHTML Do ument here -->
</body>
</html>

Resour e Des ription Framework (RDF) is one way to des ribe metadata about resour es. XGMML in ludes metadata information for a graph, node and/or edge using the
att tag. Example 3 is part of a graph des ribing a web
site. The nodes represent web pages and the edges represent hyperlinks. The metadata of the web pages is in luded
as attributes of a node. RDF and Dublin Core (DC) voabularies have been used to des ribe the metadata of the
nodes.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<graph xmlns = "http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLS hema-instan e"
xsi:s hemaLo ation="http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML
http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML/xgmml.xsd"
dire ted="1"
node id="3" label="www. s.rpi.edu/ ourses/" weight="5427"
att
rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:d ="http://purl.org/d /elements/1.0/"
rdf:Des ription about="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ ourses/"
d :title="Courses at Rensselaer Computer S ien e
Department"
d :subje t="www s.rpi.edu; M.S. requirements; CSCI-1190
Beginning C Programming for Engineers; Courses; People;
Graduate Program; CSCI-4020 Computer Algorithms; CSCI-

<
< >
<
<

>



>

>

2220-01 Programming in Java; Resear h; Course Sele tion
Guide; CSCI-4961-01, CSCI-6961-01 Advan ed Roboti s;
Programming in Java; CSCI-2400 Models of Computation"
d :date="2000-01-31"
d :type="Text"

>
<d :format>
<rdf:Bag

rdf: 1="text/html"
rdf: 2="5427 bytes"

/>
</d :format>
</rdf:Des ription>
</rdf:RDF>
</att>
</node>
....
<edge sr ="1" target="3" weight="0" label="SRC IMG X.jpg" />
<edge sr ="7" target="3" weight="0" label="SRC IMG ../X.jpg" />
</graph>
Valid XGMML Do uments:
A valid XGMML do ument must be an well-formed XML do ument. A valid XGMML do ument additionally an be validated against an
XGMML DTD or XGMML S hema. The XGMML S hema
is based on the XML S hema Working Draft 22 September
2000. A valid XML do ument an have multiple s hemas.
The namespa e for XGMML is: www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML
and the suÆx for the XGMML elements is xgmml:. The examples above show two valid XML do uments that an be
validated using several XML s hemas in luding XGMML
S hema.
XGMML Elements and Attributes:
The main elements of XGMML are: graph, node, edge, att and graphi s.
The graph element is the root element of an XGMML valid
do ument. The graph element may not be unique in the
XGMML do ument. Other graphs an be in luded as subgraphs of the main graph. All XGMML elements have global
attributes that are id, name and label. The id attribute
is an unique number to identify the XGMML element. The
name is a string to identify the elements and the label is
a string used as a text representation of the elements. The
graph element has the dire ted attribute that is a boolean
value to express whether the graph is dire ted or not.

Nodes and edges an referen e XGMML do uments. For
example, a node may represent a graph that an be shown
when the user points inside the node. This behavior is similar to hyperlinks in HTML do uments. XGMML uses XLink
framework to reate hyperlinks either in nodes or edges.
The XLink attributes: type, role, title, show, a tuate
and href, are added as attributes of the node and edge elements. All these attributes are taken dire tly from the
XLink Working Draft.
The node element des ribes the properties of a node obje t.
The node an be rendered as a graphi obje t and also an
have additional meta information to be used for the appli ation program. The only elements allowed inside the node are
graphi s and att. The graphi representation of the node
is reported on the graphi s element. For example, a graphi al representation of a node an be a re tangle, a ir le or
a bitmap. The additional meta information is reported on
the att element. For example, if a node is a representation
of a web page, useful metadata is the title, date of reation
and size of the web page.

The edge element des ribes the properties of an edge obje t. For ea h edge element two node elements have to
be in luded in the graph element. An edge is between a
sour e node and a target node. The appli ation program
must verify if the sour e node and target node are in luded
in the XGMML do ument. The weight attribute is used
to save the weight number for weighted graphs. The edge
element as the node element an have a graphi al representation and additional metadata information. The graphi s
element shows the graphi al representation of an edge. For
example, a graphi al representation of an edge an be a line
or an ar . An att element is used to atta h additional meta
information related to an edge. For example, if an edge is a
representation of a hyperlink, useful metadata is the an hor
string and the type of the hyperlink (Typed Links) [11℄.
An att element is used to hold meta information about the
element that ontains the att element. An att element
an ontain other att elements, say to represent stru tured
metadata su h as re ords, lists, et . For example, the metadata of a person obje t A is name: John, ssn: 123456789
and e-mail: johnrpi.edu. To atta h this metadata to a
node of a graph using the att element, the following lines
must be in luded in the node element:

<att type="list" name="person des ription">
<att name="name" value="John"/>
<att name="ssn" value="123456789"/>
<att name="e-mail" value="johnrpi.edu"/>
</att>
The graphi s element de nes the graphi al representation
of a graph, a node or an edge. Line, enter and att
elements are the only elements that an be ontained in
a graphi s element. Line element is de ned between two
point elements and it is used to represent edges. A enter
element is a spe ial point element to represent the entral
point of the graphi al representation of a node. The att
element permits to add information to the graphi al representation. All these elements are inherited from GML.

3.

LOGML (LOG MARKUP LANGUAGE)

Log reports are the ompressed version of log les. Web masters in general save web server logs in several les. Usually ea h log le ontains a single day of information. Due
to disk spa e limitation, old log data gets deleted to make
room for new log information. Generally, web masters generate HTML reports of the log les and do not have problems
keeping them for a long period of time as the HTML reports
are an insigni ant size. If a web master likes to generate
reports for a large period of time, he has to ombine several
HTML reports to produ e a nal report. LOGML is oneived to make this task easier. Web masters an generate
LOGML reports of log les and ombine them on a regular
basis without mu h e ort. LOGML les an be ombined
with XSLT to produ e HTML reports. LOGML o ers the
exibility to ombine them with other XML appli ations, to
produ e graphi s of the statisti s of the reports. LOGML
an also be ombined with RDF to provide some metadata
information about the web server that is being analyzed.
LOGML is based on XGMML. LOGML do ument an be

seen as a snapshot of the web site as the user visits web
pages and traverses hyperlinks. It also provides a su in t
way to save the user sessions. In the W3C Working Draft
\Web Chara terization Terminology & De nitions Sheet",
the user session is de ned as \a delimited set of user li ks
a ross one or more Web servers".
A typi al LOGML
do ument has three se tions under the root element logml
element. The rst se tion is a graph that des ribes the log
graph of the visits of the users to web pages and hyperlinks.
This se tion uses XGMML to des ribe the graph and its
root element is the graph element. The se ond se tion is
the additional information of log reports su h as top visiting
hosts, top user agents, and top keywords. The third se tion
is the report of the user sessions. Ea h user session is a
subgraph of the log graph. The subgraphs are reported as a
list of edges that refer to the nodes of the log graph. Ea h
edge of the user sessions also has a timestamp for when the
edge was traversed. This timestamp helps to ompute the
total time of the user session. LOGML les are large les;
example below shows part of a LOGML le.
Stru ture of LOGML Do uments:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<logml xmlns="http://www. s.rpi.edu/LOGML"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLS hema-instan e"
xsi:s hemaLo ation="http://www. s.rpi.edu/LOGML
http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/LOGML/logml.xsd"
start date="12/O t/2000:05:00:05"
end date="12/O t/2000:16:00:01"
graph xmlns="http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML"
xmlns:lml="http://www. s.rpi.edu/LOGML"
xsi:s hemaLo ation="http://www. s.rpi.edu/XGMML
http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML/xgmml.xsd
http://www. s.rpi.edu/LOGML
http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/LOGML/logml.xsd"
dire ted="1"
node id="234" label="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/JAVA/proje ts/lfarrw.gif"
lml:hits="1" weight="1"
att name="title" value="No title"/
att name="mime" value="image/gif"/
att name="size" value="1291"/
att name="date" value="Sun Jun 11 02:14:28 2000"/
att name=" ode" value="200"/
/node
....
edge sour e="191" target="234" label="SRC IMG lfarrw.gif" lml:hits="1" weight="1"
att value="image"/
/edge
....
edge sour e="550" target="561" lml:hits="1" weight="1" lml:indp="1"/
....
/graph
hosts ount="35"
host name="vamos.inria.fr" a ess ount="43" bytes="487397" html pages="43"/
host name="kbl-ternzn1200.zeelandnet.nl" a ess ount="13" bytes="46354"
html pages="1"/
....
/hosts
domains ount="9"
domain name="unknown" a ess ount="25" bytes="388608" html pages="16"/
domain name=" om" a ess ount="21" bytes="229979" html pages="19"/
....
/domains
dire tories ount="30"
dire tory name="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML" a ess ount="21"
total ount="49" bytes="1116521"/
....
/dire tories
userAgents ount="23"
userAgent name="Mozilla/4.0 ( ompatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 98; DigExt)"
a ess ount="27" bytes="670815" html pages="9"/
....
/userAgents
hostReferers ount="14"
hostReferer name="No Referer" a ess ount="66" bytes="945527"/
hostReferer name="http://www. s.rpi.edu" a ess ount="41" bytes="701097"/
....
/hostReferers
referers ount="11"
referer name="No referer" a ess ount="66" bytes="945527"/
a ess ount="1" bytes="35272" target="8"/
referer name="http://informant.dartmouth.edu/" a ess ount="1" bytes="1112"
target="2"/
....
/referers
keywords ount="10" sear h ount="9"
keyword name="java" ount="3"/
keyword name="xhtml" ount="2"/
....
/keywords
summary
requests="132" sessions="6" bytes="1796173"
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html pages="56" nhtml pages="17" inline obje ts="10" hyperlink html="7"
hyperlink nhtml="16"
html entry pages="55" nhtml entry pages="4" unique sites="35" unique host referers="8"
unique se referers="6"
unique external url referers="7" unique internal url referers="4" unique user agents="23"
requests hour="12.00" requests day="288.03" kbytes day="159.48" kbytes hour="3827.46"
sear hes="9" unique keywords="10"
httpCode ode="200" name="200 - OK " ount="118" bytes="1793393" html pages="83"/
httpCode ode="404" name="404 - Not Found" ount="5" bytes="1722" html pages="5"/
httpMethod name="GET" ount="131" bytes="1796173" html pages="95"/
httpMethod name="HEAD" ount="1" bytes="0" html pages="1"/
httpCode name="HTTP/1.0" ount="97" bytes="1399288" html pages="83"/
httpCode name="HTTP/1.1" ount="35" bytes="396885" html pages="13"/
dateStat
monthStat month="10" hits="132" bytes="1796173" html requests="96"/
dayStat day="12" hits="132" bytes="1796173" html requests="96"/
hourStat hour="5" hits="12" bytes="15622" html requests="12"/
hourStat hour="6" hits="15" bytes="103280" html requests="14"/
/dateStat
/summary
....
userSessions ount="2" max edges="100" min edges="2"
userSession name="proxy.arte h. om.uy" ureferer="No referer"
entry page="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML/" start time="12/O t/2000:12:50:11"
a ess ount="4"
path ount="3"
uedge sour e="3" target="10" utime="12/O t/2000:12:50:12"/
uedge sour e="3" target="21" utime="12/O t/2000:12:51:41"/
uedge sour e="21" target="22" utime="12/O t/2000:12:52:02"/
/path
/userSession
userSession name="207.234.33.12"
ureferer="http://sear h.ex ite. om/sear h.gw?sear h=XHTML"
entry page="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/TALK/head.html"
start time="12/O t/2000:14:05:10" a ess ount="3"
path ount="2"
uedge sour e="2" target="7" utime="12/O t/2000:14:05:24"/
uedge sour e="2" target="8" utime="12/O t/2000:14:06:14"/
/path
/userSession
/userSessions
/logml
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A LOGML valid do ument is a well-formed XML do ument that an be validated
against a LOGML DTD or LOGML S hema. The namespa e for LOGML is http://www. s.rpi.edu/LOGML and the
suÆx for LOGML elements is lml:.

LOGML Valid Do uments:

The root element
of a LOGML do ument is the logml element. The rest of
the elements are lassi ed with respe t to the three se tions
of the LOGML do ument. The rst se tion is the report of
the log graph and we use the XGMML elements to des ribe
this graph. The se ond se tion report the general statisti s
of the web server su h as top pages, top referer URLs, top
visiting user agents, et . And, the last se tion reports the
user sessions.
LOGML Elements and Attributes:

The following global attributes are used by most of the
LOGML elements: id - unique number to identify the elements of LOGML do ument. name - string to identify the
elements of LOGML do ument. label - text representation
of the LOGML element a ess ount - number of times
the web server has been a essed. For example, the number
of times of a spe i user agent a essed the web server.
total ount - total number of times that an element is
found in a log le. For example, the total ount of a keyword. bytes - number of bytes downloaded. html pages number of HTML pages requested from the web server. For
example, the number of html pages requested by a spe i
site.
The XGMML elements that we use to des ribe the log graph
are graph, node, edge and att. We add the hits attribute
to the node and edge elements to report the number of visits to the node (web page) and the number of traversals of
the edge (hyperlink). The att element is used to report
metadata information of the web page su h as mime type
and size of the le. The elements of the se ond se tion are:
 hosts, host - This host list is
omposed by a ontainer

hosts element whose attribute is the ount of the host element inside of the hosts element. The host element is an

empty element and ontains information about the visiting
site su h as hostname, IP and number of bytes transferred
by the site.
 domains, domain - The domains element is a list of all
domains visiting the web server. The domain is the suÆx
of the domain name of the sites. For example: edu is the
domain of the site www. s.rpi.edu.
 dire tories, dire tory - The dire tories list
ontains
the top dire tories of the web site that have most requested
web pages. The dire tory is the pre x of the URI of the
web page. For example: The dire tory of the web page:
http://www.rpi.edu/dept/urp/ nd.html is http://www.rpi.edu
/dept/urp
 userAgents, userAgent - The list of user agents ontains
all user agents (browsers and/or spiders) that have made
requests to the web server. The LOGML reader an re ne
this list to ompute the top platforms and top web browsers
sin e the User Agent name ontains information about the
platform and name of web browser.
 referers, referer - The referers list ontains two lists:
The list of the top external referers and the list of the top internal referers. The external referers are the referers whose
host are di erent than the web server. The host of the internal referers are the same as the web server.
 hostReferers, hostReferer - The host referers list ontains the top host referers of the web pages of the web server.
This list ombines the number of a esses of the referers with
the same host.
 keywords, keyword - Keywords are the sear hing words
found in the URI referers of the sear h engines. Several
keywords lists an be reported. Ea h keywords list is assoiated with a parti ular sear h engine.
 summary - The summary element ontains a brief overview
of the essential information of the web server. This information is very important for web masters to know the eÆ ien y
of the web server. The summary attributes are: requests the total number of requests. sessions - the total number
of user sessions. bytes - the total number of bytes transferred. html pages - the total number of unique html pages.
nhtml pages - the total number of unique non html pages.
inline obje ts - the total number of unique inline obje ts.
Inline obje ts are the obje ts inside of a html page su h as
images hyperlinks html - the total number of unique hyperlinks to html pages. hyperlinks nhtml - the total number
of unique hyperlinks to non html pages. html entry pages the total number of unique html pages that are entry pages
to the web site of the web server. nhtml entry pages - the
total number of unique non html pages that are entry pages
to the web site of the web server. unique sites - the total number of unique visiting sites. unique host referers
- the total number of the unique host. referers to the web
pages of the web server. unique se referers - the total
number of the unique sear h engines that a ess the web
server. unique external url referers - the total number of unique external URI referers to the web pages of
the web server. unique internal url referers - the total number of unique internal URI referers to the web pages
of the web server. unique user agents - the total number of the unique user agents that a ess the web pages of
the web server. requests hour - the number of requests
per hour. requests day - the number of requests per day.

kbytes hour - the number of kilobytes transferred per hour.
kbytes day - the number of kilobytes transferred per day.
sear hes - the total number of sear hing requests. uniquekeywords - the total number of unique keywords in the

sear hing requests.
 httpCode - The httpCode element gives the summary of
the HTTP status ode of the requests.
 httpMethod - The httpMethod element gives the summary
of the HTTP methods used by the web lients to ommuniate with the web server.
 httpVersion - The httpVersion element gives the summary of the HTTP version used by the web lients to ommuni ate with the web server.
 dateStat, monthStat, dayStat and hourStat.
- The
date elements give the summary of the statisti s by date
of the requests.
The third se tion of the LOGML do ument reports the user
sessions and the LOGML elements are:  userSessions,
userSession - The userSessions element is the ontainer
element for the set of the user sessions. Ea h user session is
des ribed using the userSession, path and uedge elements
where a path is the olle tion of hyperlinks that the user
has traversed during the session.
 path - The path element ontains all hyperlinks that the
user has traversed during the user session.
 uedge - The uedge element reports a hyperlink that has
been traversed during the user session. The sour e and the
target attributes are referen e to nodes of the Log Graph
in the rst se tion and the utime attribute is the timestamp
where the user traversed this hyperlink. Example below is
the report of one user session in a LOGML do ument:

<

userSession name="proxy.arte h. om.uy" ureferer="No referer"
entry page="http://www. s.rpi.edu/ puninj/XGMML/"
start time="12/O t/2000:12:50:11" a ess ount="4"
path ount="3"
uedge sour e="3" target="10" utime="12/O t/2000:12:50:12"/
uedge sour e="3" target="21" utime="12/O t/2000:12:51:41"/
uedge sour e="21" target="22" utime="12/O t/2000:12:52:02"/
/path
/userSession

<
<
<
<
<
<
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>
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>
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LOGML GENERATOR

We have written a simple LOGML Generator as part of our
WWWPal System. The LOGML Generator reads a ommon or extended log le and generates a LOGML le. The
LOGML Generator also an read the webgraph (XGMML
le) of the web site being analyzed and ombine the information of the web pages and hyperlinks with the log information.
The information that we extra t from the ommon log les
in lude host name or IP, date of the request, relative URI
of the requested page, HTTP version, HTTP status ode,
HTTP method and the number of bytes transferred to the
web lient. The extended log les additionally ontain the
absolute URI of the referer web page and a string that des ribes the User Agent (web browser or web rawler) that
has made the request. This information is saved in a data
stru ture to generate the orresponding LOGML do ument.
The LOGML Generator also an output HTML reports making this module a powerful tool for web administrators.

Several algorithms have been developed to nd the user sessions in the log les [3; 6; 12℄. A simple algorithm uses the
IP or host name of the web lient to identify a user. SpeedTra er System [12℄ also he ks the User Agent and date of
the request to nd the user session. Straight ways to nd
user session requires \ ookies" or remote user identi ation
[3℄. The LOGML Generator algorithm, to nd user sessions,
is very similar to the algorithm used by SpeedTra er System.
The LOGML Generator has a module alled the User Manager. The User Manager is invoked for ea h web log line that
is pro essed. It re eived the following information: urrent
date, URL of the requested page, URL of the referer, IP of
the user and user agent. The User Manager has a ess to
the ontainer of the user sessions and the web graph of the
web site of the web logs so the User Manager an add user
sessions and get metadata information from the web graph
su h as title, size and mime type of the web page.
These are the following steps that the User Manager takes
to reate and nish user sessions :
 Che k if any of the urrent user sessions has
nished. A
user session is onsidered nished when the lapse time between the last request time of the user session and the urrent request time is greater than a time window. This time
window is a parameter of the LOGML generator and from
experien e we set the value to be 30 minutes. The User
Manager marks the nished user sessions so they an be reported in the LOGML do ument.
 Che k if the user agent is a spider. A Spider is being re ognized by the name of the user agent or by the ex essive
number of requests to the web site. Spider sessions are not
onsidered user sessions so the User Manager skips the requests of the spiders.
 Che k if the
urrent requested page is an inline obje t.
User sessions are reported as a set of hyperlinks between
HTML pages so inline obje t are not reported in the user
session. We an expand the user sessions' inline obje ts
using the log graph of the rst se tion of the LOGML do ument. The User Manager skips the inline obje t requests.
 Sear h for a user session in the table of user sessions. A
user session is identi ed by IP or domain name, and the
name of the user agent. If a user session is not found, a
new user session is reated and stored in the table of user
sessions.
 Verify if the referer of the requested page is an external
or internal URL of the web site being analyzed. If the referer is external, it means that the requested page is an entry
page and a new possible user session has started. The User
Manager he ks if the urrent user session has more than
two requests and it onsiders the user session. If the urrent user session has just one request, the user session is
dis arded.
 Add the new hyperlink (edge) to the graph of the user session. Ea h edge is saved with the date (timestamp) where
the user has traversed this hyperlink. This timestamp is
used for Web usage mining purposes.
On e that the LOGML generator reads all the web log lines,
only those nished user sessions are reported in the LOGML
do ument. This is the general algorithm that the User Manager uses to reate, add and nish the user sessions.

int user session manager(WebStat ws, Date d, URL page,
URL referer, IP ip, UserAgent ua, WebGraph g)

f

User u;
he k finished users(ws,d);
if(is spider(ua)) return IS SPIDER;
if(is inline obje t(g,page)) return IS INLINE OBJECT;
u = find user(ws,ip,ua); // find user in the users table
if(!u) // if user was not found, reate a new user session
u = new user session(ws,d,ip,ua);
if(is external(referer))
finish user session(ws,u);
u = new user session(ws,d,ip,ua);

f

g

g

add hyperlink(u,page,referer,d);
return 0;

We use the Graph Visualizer of WWWPal System to display
the log graph of the LOGML do ument or any of the user
sessions that has been identi ed in the log les. Figure 2
shows part of the log graph of the Rensselaer News web
site (http://www.rpi.edu/web/News/). The numbers on the
edges are the times that a user has traversed that edge (hyperlink). The number in the nodes are the times that a
user has requested the orresponding web page. For visualization purposes just the main nodes of the log graph have
been displayed.

5.

LOGML FOR WEB DATA MINING

In this se tion, we propose solving a wide lass of mining problems that arise in web data mining, using a novel,
generi framework, whi h we term Frequent Stru ture Mining (FSM). FSM not only en ompasses important data mining te hniques like dis overing asso iations and frequent sequen es, but at the same time generalizes the problem to
in lude more omplex patterns like tree mining and graph
mining. These patterns arise in omplex domains like the
web. Asso iation mining, and frequent subsequen e mining are some of the spe i instan es of FSM that have
been studied in the past [1; 13; 10; 15℄. In general, however, we an dis over in reasingly omplex stru tures from
the same database. Su h omplex patterns in lude frequent
subtrees, frequent DAGs and frequent dire ted or undire ted
subgraphs. As one in reases the omplexity of the stru tures
to be dis overed, one extra ts more informative patterns.
The same underlying LOGML do ument that stores the web
graph, as well as the user sessions, whi h are subgraphs of
the web graph, an be used to extra t in reasingly omplex
and more informative patterns. Given a LOGML do ument
extra ted from the database of web a ess logs at a popular
site, one an perform several mining tasks. The simplest
is to ignore all link information from the user sessions, and
to mine only the frequent sets of pages a essed by users.
The next step an be to form for ea h user the sequen e
of links they followed, and to mine the most frequent user
a ess paths. It is also possible to look at only the forward
a esses of a user, and to mine the most frequently a essed
subtrees at that site. Generalizing even further, a web site
an be modeled as a dire ted graph, sin e in addition to
the forward hyperlinks, it an have ba k referen es, reating
y les. Given a database of user a esses (with full information about their traversals, in luding forward and ba kward
links) one an dis over the frequently o urring subgraphs.

In the rest of this se tion, we rst formulate the FSM problem. We show how LOGML fa ilitates the reation of a
database suitable for web mining. We illustrate this with
a tual examples from RPI logs (from one day). Using the
same example we also des ribe several in reasingly omplex
mining tasks that an be performed.

5.1 Frequent Structure Mining
FSM is a novel, generi framework for mining various kinds
of frequent patterns. Consider a database D of a olle tion
of stru tures, built out of a set of primitive items I . A
stru ture represents some relationship among items or sets
of items. For a given stru ture G, let S  G denote the
fa t that S is a substru ture of G. If S  G we also say
that G ontains S . The olle tion of all possible stru tures
omposed of the set of items I forms a partially ordered
set under the substru ture relation . A stru ture formed
from k items is alled a k-stru ture. A stru ture is alled
maximal if it is not a substru ture of any other in a olle tion
of stru tures. We de ne the support of a stru ture G in a
database D to be the number of stru tures in D that ontain
G. Alternately, if there is only one very large stru ture in
the database, the support is the number of times G o urs as
a substru ture within it. We say that a stru ture is frequent
if its support is more than a user-spe i ed minimum support
(min sup) value. The set of frequent k-stru tures is denoted
as Fk .
A stru tural rule is an expression X ) Y , where X and Y
are stru tures. The support of the rule in the database of
stru tures is the joint probability of X and Y , and the on den e is the onditional probability that a stru ture ontains
Y , given that it ontains X . A rule is strong if its onden e is more than a user-spe i ed minimum on den e
(min onf).
The frequent stru ture mining task is to generate all stru tural rules in the database, whi h have a support greater
than min sup and have on den e greater than min onf.
This task an be broken into two main steps: 1) Find all
frequent stru tures having minimum support and other onstraints. This step is the most omputational and I/O intensive step, sin e the sear h spa e for enumeration of all
frequent substru tures is exponential in the worst ase. The
minimum support riterion is very su essful in redu ing the
sear h spa e. In addition other onstraints an be indu ed,
su h as nding maximal, losed or orrelated substru tures.
2) Generate all strong stru tural rules having minimum onden e. Rule generation is also exponential in the size of the
longest substru ture. However, this time we do not have to
a ess the database; we only need the set of frequent stru tures.

5.2 Database Creation from LOGML
We designed the LOGML language to fa ilitate web mining.
The LOGML do ument reated from web logs has all the
information we need to perform various FSM tasks. For
stru ture mining from web logs, we mainly make use of two
se tions of the LOGML do ument. As des ribed above, the

Figure 2: Log graph of RPI News Website
rst se tion ontains the web graph; i.e., the a tual stru ture
of the web site in onsideration. We use the web graph
to obtain the page URLs and their node identi ers. For
example, the example below shows a snippet of the (node id,
URL) pairs (out of a total of 56623 nodes) we extra ted from
the web graph of the RPI omputer s ien e department:
1 http://www. s.rpi.edu/
4 http://www. s.rpi.edu/guide/ma hines/
6 http://www. s.rpi.edu/ ourses/
8 http://www. s.rpi.edu/ urrent-events/
10 http://www. s.rpi.edu/grad/
12 http://www. s.rpi.edu/People/
14 http://www. s.rpi.edu/resear h/
16 http://www. s.rpi.edu/undergrad/
31 http://www. s.rpi.edu/guide/
...

For enabling web mining we make use of the third se tion
of the LOGML do ument that stores the user sessions organized as subgraphs of the web graph. We have omplete
history of the user li ks in luding the time at whi h a page
is requested. Ea h user session has a session id (the IP or
host name), a path ount (the number of sour e and destination node pairs) and the time when a link is traversed. We
simply extra t the relevant information depending on the
mining task at hand. For example if our goal is to dis over
frequent sets of pages a essed, we ignore all link information and note down the unique sour e or destination nodes
in a user session. For example, let a user session have the
following information as part of a LOGML do ument:
<userSession name=''ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr'' ...>
<path ount=''6''>
<uedge sour e=''5938'' target=''16470''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:53:46''/>
<uedge sour e=''16470'' target=''24754''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:56:13''/>
<uedge sour e=''16470'' target=''24755''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:56:36''/>
<uedge sour e=''24755'' target=''47387''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:57:14''/>
<uedge sour e=''24755'' target=''47397''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:57:28''/>
<uedge sour e=''16470'' target=''24756''
utime=''24/O t/2000:07:58:30''/>

We an then extra t the set of nodes a essed by this user:
#format: user name, number of nodes a essed, node list
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr 7 5938 16470 24754 24755 47387
47397 24756

After extra ting this information from all the user sessions
we obtain a database that is ready to be used for frequent
set mining, as we shall see below. On the other hand if
our task is to perform sequen e mining, we look for the
longest forward links, and generate a new sequen e ea h
time a ba k edge is traversed. Using a simple sta k-based
implementation all maximal forward node sequen es an be
found. For the example user session above this would yield:
#format: user name, sequen
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr

e
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4

id, node position, node a
1 5938
2 16470
3 24754
1 5938
2 16470
3 24755
4 47387
1 5938
2 16470
3 24755
4 47397
1 5938
2 16470
3 24756

essed

For frequent tree mining, we an easily extra t the forward
edges from the user session (avoiding y les or multiple parents) to obtain the subtree orresponding to ea h user. For
our example above this yields the following re ord (note: the
tree is en oded as a string, using a depth- rst traversal of
the nodes; a -1 indi ates a ba k edge).
#format: user name, number of nodes, node list in tree
ppp0-69.ank2.isbank.net.tr 7 5938 16470 24754 -1 24755 47387
-1 47397 -1 -1 24756 -1 -1

For a more omplex mining task like graph mining, on e
again the appropriate information an be dire tly produ ed
from the LOGML user sessions.
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Figure 6: Frequent Tree Mining
We will illustrate various instan es of the FSM paradigm
in web mining using the example in Figure 3, whi h pi torially depi ts the original web graph of a parti ular web
site. There are 7 pages, forming the set of primitive items
I = fA; B; C; D; E; F; Gg
onne ted with hyperlinks. Now
the LOGML do ument already stores in a systemati manner the user sessions, ea h of them being a subgraph of the
web graph. The gure shows the pages visited by 6 users.
We will see below how this user browsing information an
be used for mining di erent kinds of in reasingly omplex
substru tures, starting with the frequently a essed pages,
to the frequently traversed paths, to the frequent subtrees,
and so on.

5.3 Web Data Mining
Frequent Sets:
This is the well known asso iation rule
mining problem[1; 13℄. Here the database D is a olle tion

G

Figure 7: A General User Graph
of transa tions, whi h are simply subsets of primitive items
. Ea h stru ture in the database is a transa tion, and 
denotes the subset relation. The mining task, then, is to
dis over all frequent subsets in D. These subsets are alled
itemsets in asso iation mining literature.
I

Consider the example web logs database shown in Figure 4.
For ea h user (in Figure 3) we only re ord the pages a essed
by them, ignoring the path information. The mining task is
to nd all frequently a essed sets of pages. Figure 4 shows
all the frequent k-itemsets Fk that are ontained in at least
three user transa tions; i.e., min sup = 3. ABC , AF and
CF , are the maximal frequent itemsets.
We applied the Charm asso iation mining algorithm [16℄ to
a real LOGML do ument from the RPI web site (one day's
logs). There were 200 user sessions with an average of 56
distin t nodes in ea h session. It took us 0.03s to do the

mining with 10% minimum support. An example frequent
set found is shown below:



Let Path=http://www. s.rpi.edu/ sibel/poetry
FREQUENCY=22, NODE IDS = 25854 5938 25649 25650 25310 16511
Path/poems/nazim hikmet/turk e.html
Path/sair listesi.html
Path/frames/nazim hikmet 1.html
Path/frames/nazim hikmet 2.html
Path/links.html
Path/nazim hikmet.html
Frequent Sequen es:
The problem of mining sequen es
[10; 15℄ an be stated as follows: An event is simply an
itemset made up of the items I . A sequen e is an ordered
list of events. A sequen e is denoted as ( 1 ! 2 !
 !
q ), where
i is an event; the symbol ! denotes a
\happens-after" relationship. We say is a subsequen e (not
ne essarily onse utive) of another sequen e , denoted as

, if is ompletely ontained within .

The stru ture database D onsists of a olle tion of sequen es, and  denotes the subsequen e relation. The mining goal is to dis over all frequent subsequen es. For example, onsider the sequen e database shown in Figure 5, by
storing all paths from the starting page to a leaf (note that
there are other ways of onstru ting user a ess paths; this
is just one example). With minimum support of 3 we nd
that A ! B , A ! C , C ! F are the maximal frequent
sequen es.
We applied the SPADE sequen e mining algorithm [15℄ to
an a tual LOGML do ument from the RPI web site. From
the 200 user sessions, we obtain 8208 maximal forward sequen es, with an average sequen e size of 2.8. It took us
0.12s to do the mining with minimum support set to 0.1%
(or a frequen y of at least 8). An example frequent sequen e
found is shown below:



Let Path=http://www. s.rpi.edu/ sibel/poetry
FREQUENCY = 21, NODE IDS = 37668 -> 5944 -> 25649 -> 31409
Path/ ->
Path/translation.html ->
Path/frames/nazim hikmet 1.html ->
Path/poems/nazim hikmet/english.html

We denote an ordered, labeled, and
rooted tree as T = (Vt ; Et ), where Vt is the vertex set, and Et
are the edges or bran hes. We say that a tree S = (Vs ; Es )
is a subtree of T , denoted as S  T , if and only if Vs  Vt ,
and for all edges e = (v1 ; v2 ) 2 Es , v1 is an an estor of v2
in T . Note that this de nition is di erent from the usual
de nition of a subtree. In our ase, we require that for any
bran h that appears in S , the two verti es must be on the
same path from a root to some leaf. For example, in Figure 3
the tree S , with V = fC; Gg and E = fCGg is a subtree of
the site graph.
Frequent Trees:

Given a database D of trees (i.e., a forest) on the vertex
set I , the frequent tree mining problem [14℄ is to nd all
subtrees that appear in at least min sup trees. For example,
for the user a ess subtrees shown in Figure 3, we mine
the frequent subtrees shown in Figure 6. There are two
maximal frequent subtrees, (V = fC; F g; E = fCF g) and
(V = fA; B; C g; E = fAB; AC g) for min sup = 3.

We applied the TreeMinerV algorithm [14℄ to the same RPI
LOGML le used above. From the 200 user sessions, we obtain 1009 subtrees (a single user session an lead to multiple
trees if there are multiple roots in the user graph), with an
average re ord length of 84.3 (in luding the ba k edges, -1).
It took us 0.37s to do the mining with minimum support set
to 5% (or a frequen y of at least 50). An example frequent
subtree found is shown below:
Let Path=http://www. s.rpi.edu/~sibel/poetry
Let Poet = Path/poems/orhan_veli
FREQUENCY = 65, NODE IDS = 16499 31397 37807 -1 37836 -1 -1 25309
Path/orhan_veli.html
/
\
/
\
Poet/turk e.html
Path/frames/orhan_veli_2.html
/
\
/
\
Poet/golgem.html Poet/gunes.html
Other Generalizations: It is instru tive to ompare the
patterns returned by the above three tasks from a ommon
web logs database. We started by ignoring all link information to obtain frequent sets of pages. We then found the
frequent paths, and nally the frequently traversed subtrees.
These tasks were arranged a ording to in reasing order of
omplexity (and thus in reasing exe ution time), but at the
same time in in reasing order of information onveyed to
the user. For example, in frequent set mining, we only know
that the pages A, B , and C were frequently a essed. Sequen e mining gives us partial sequen e information about
the order in whi h pages are traversed, e.g., A ! B . But
in tree mining, we obtain full knowledge about the relationships between the three pages; e.g. A is the root with two
hildren B and C . Not only an one mine su h patterns, but
it is relatively easy in our framework based on the LOGML
do ument information to apply onstraints on the patterns
as well. For example, a web site analyst might want to know
only those patterns that o ur within a short time window,
or those that o ur after long gaps between a esses, et .
All this information an dire tly be extra ted from the edge
times in the user sessions.

There are many other generalizations that are possible. For
example, we an generalize the tree mining problem to dire ted a y li graphs, and more generally to dire ted and
undire ted graphs. Continuing the web mining example, a
general web site an be modeled as a dire ted graph, sin e
in addition to the forward hyperlinks, it an have ba k referen es, reating y les. Figure 7 shows an example web
graph. Given a database of user a esses (with full information about their traversal, in luding both forward and
ba kward links) one might be able to dis over the frequently
o urring subgraphs, su h as the one shown.
We ran detailed experiments on logs les
olle ted over 1 month at the RPI omputer s ien e department. Experiments were run on a 450Mhz Pentium II proessor with 256MB memory, running Linux 6.0. The logs
tou hed a total of 27343 web pages within our department's
web site. After pro essing the LOGML database with 34838
user graphs, we had as many transa tions for asso iation
mining, with 8.24 items per transa tion on average. For the
sequen e database, from the same LOGML le, we generated 165276 sequen es, where the average sequen e (or page
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Figure 10: Tree Mining: a) Total Time, b) Number of Patterns, and ) Max. Pattern Length
referen e) length was 2.6. Finally for tree mining, we obtained 59691 trees (stored in string format) from the 34838
user graphs, with an average of 20.1 items per tree (in luding -1's). Note that we an have more trees than the number
of user graphs, sin e a user an have multiple entry points
into a web site, and ea h su h entry point (i.e., a page with
no parent or with an external parent) serves as the root of
a new subtree for the same user.
Figure 8 shows the total time taken for mining asso iation
rules for various minimum support values. It also shows
the total number of frequent sets found and the maximum
pattern length. For example, at 0.1% minimum support, we
found more than 130,000 patterns in just 2.2 se onds; the
maximum set length was 20!
Figure 9 shows the total time taken, total number of patterns found, and maximum sequen e length, for mining frequent sequen es for various minimum support values. For
example, at 0.015% minimum support, we found more than
7,000 patterns in just 4.7 se onds; the maximum sequen e
length was 10.

Finally Figure 10 shows the total time taken, number of
patterns, and maximum subtree length, for mining frequent
subtrees for various minimum support values. For example,
at 0.35% minimum support, we found about 2,300 trees in
6.5 se onds; the maximum subtree had 8 nodes.
These results lead to several interesting observations that
support the mining of omplex patterns from web logs. For
example, if one performs only itemset mining, one dis overs
many long patterns. Sequen e mining takes longer time but
the patterns are likely to be more useful, sin e they ontain
path information. One has to lower the support ompared
to set mining, sin e the same set of nodes an lead to many
maximal forward sequen es. However, tree mining, tough
it takes more time than sequen e mining, produ es relatively fewer patterns whi h are even more informative. As
in sequen e mining, an itemset an ontain ontain several
subtrees, sin e there is exa tly one itemset per user session,
but there ould be several subtrees from the same session.
Furthermore, one frequent subtree many orrespond to several maximal forward sequen es (as many as the number of
leafs in the tree).

Sour e
RPI1(14Jun01)
RPI2(15Jun01)
CS1 (28Jun01)
CS2 (29Jun01)

Raw Logs
Regular Compressed
52,428,686 5,544,951
52,428,742 5,457,778
10,506,256 1,065,771
10,323,505 1,089,098

LOGML
LOGML Breakdown
Regular Compressed #Requests #Sessions Webgraph UserSessions
19,850,273 2,103,298
275726
5891
88.3%
8.3%
19,485,594 2,063,934
275061
5436
88.2%
8.4%
4,633,113
520,290
51950
2153
74.6%
16.7%
5,269,929
580,146
49378
2063
75.8%
16.6%

Other
3.4%
3.4%
8.7%
7.6%

Table 1: Size of Raw Log Files versus LOGML Files (Size is in Bytes)
Sin e raw log les an
be large, there is a on ern that the LOGML les will be
large as well. Table 1 shows the observed size of raw log
les ompared to the LOGML do uments (with and without ompression), the number of requests and user sessions,
and the breakdown of LOGML les for the CS department
(www. s.rpi.edu) and RPI web site (www.rpi.edu). For example, for RPI1 (logs from 14th June, 2001) there were
about 275,000 request for di erent nodes omprising 6,000
user sessions. The LOGML le is more than 2.5 times
smaller than the raw log le. The same trends are observed
for the other sour es.

Size of LOGML Do uments:

The potential bene ts of LOGML for web usage mining beome prominent when we onsider the breakdown of the
LOGML les. For the RPI site we nd that about 88% of
the LOGML le is used to store the webgraph, while the user
sessions o upy only 8% (the other elements to store statisti s, et . use up 3.4% spa e). For the CS department site,
we nd that the webgraph takes about 75% spa e, while the
user sessions o upy 17%. In general, the webgraph is not
likely to hange mu h from one day to the next, and even if
it does, one an always store a master webgraph spanning
several days or months separately. Then on a per day basis
we need only store the user sessions (and the other LOGML
se tions if desired). For example for the RPI site this would
require us to store 174,573 bytes per day, while for the CS
site is omes to 86,888 bytes per day for storing only the user
sessions (with ompression). Thus, not only does LOGML
fa ilitate web usage mining, it also an drasti ally redu e
the amount of daily information that needs to be stored at
ea h site.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we de ned two new XML languages, XGMML
and LOGML, and a web usage mining appli ation. XGMML
is a graph le des ription format, and an ideal andidate to
des ribe the stru ture of web sites. Furthermore XGMML
is a ontainer for meta-data information. LOGML, on the
other hand, is an extension of XGMML to olle t web usage. LOGML is not only a prepro essor for our data mining
appli ations, but also useful for web hara terization and
report generation.
Future work in ludes mining user graphs (stru tural information of web usages), as well as visualization of mined data
using WWWPal system [7℄. To perform web ontent mining, we need keyword information and ontent for ea h of
the nodes. Obtaining this information will involve analyzing ea h of the web pages and olle ting relevant keywords.
Work is under way to a omplish this task.
The LOGML 1.0 and XGMML 1.0 draft spe i ations, with
their respe tive DTDs, S hemas and other details are available online at:

http://www. s.rpi.edu/puninj/LOGML/
http://www. s.rpi.edu/puninj/XGMML/
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